
Easy handling of supply 
chain & inventory mass data 

Ready to use in less 
than a day

Results enable fast decision 
making 

Easy to use, intuitive 
web-based application 

In-app support, user guides, 
online help & tutorials

Rapid modeling and analysis of 
networks in automotive manufacturing 

4flow NEVA

The software solution 4flow NEVA (Network 
Exploration, Visualization and Analysis) provides 
you with detailed visualizations and analyses of your 
baseline network in minutes. The results are user-
friendly and interactive. 

The software empowers you to react quickly to changes 
in your network and paves the way for the discovery of 
new optimization opportunities. 

Benefits of 4flow NEVA

Analyze complex networks 
with thousands of lanes in 

minutes

Having an accurate overview of your baseline network is an essential first step to optimizing your supply 

chain network. Achieving this transparency can be a challenge, due to poor data quality, complicated 

manual processes, frequent network changes and complex tools. 

4flow NEVA is designed by supply chain 
professionals with over 20 years of experience 
in the industry. With the latest IT and 
sophisticated optimization algorithms, 4flow 
increases the efficiency, robustness and 
transparency of our customers' supply chains.     
We ensure customer satisfaction by achieving 
real and effective results.

4flow NEVA 

Transparency in 
existing network 

Identification of 
weaknesses

Network analysis 
Data import 



Digitization and 
software

Supply chain 
strategy

Scania Volvo Cars 

AGCO INEOS Automotive

Magna

End-to-end transportation 
management

Sustainable 
supply chain

Network and 
transportation optimization

4flow customers

Berlin | 4flow | Hallerstrasse 1 | 10587 Berlin, Germany | +49 30 39740-0 | www.4flow.com

400+
customers 
globally

20+
offices in Europe, North 
America, South America 
and Asia

1000+
team members
globally

4flow on LinkedIn

Software for network optimization and fully integrated 
transportation and container management

Use cases in automotive manufacturing 

Our expertise – supply chain software 

4flow software
Michael Kagel
Senior Expert,
Software Sales
+49 152 08679902
m.kagel@4flow.com

Get to know 4flow NEVA and see what it can do.
We're happy to answer any questions you have.

About 4flow 
4flow is a leading provider of supply chain consulting, software 
and fourth-party logistics (4PL) services. With this cross-functional 
competency, we are able to meet and exceed the highest 
standards of quality and innovation.

Visualize your network to 
get the whole picture 

Track your network’s 
changing footprint 

Quickly create overviews of the as-is network on 
interactive world maps, graphs and diagrams 

Consider changes in supplier locations and 
shipment volatility 

Perform center of gravity 
analysis 

Find regional clusters to 
consolidate flows  

Analyze your network footprint to identify optimal 
locations for hubs or warehouses

Analyze and cluster flows to implement milk 
runs and groupage concepts 

Support carrier tender
preparations 

Support strategic sourcing 
calculations 

Prepare strategic tendering for lower rates with 
flow analyses 

Review your network for different sourcing options 
with network snapshots and network cost 

Ready to try it out? 
Start your free trial.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/4flow-ag/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/4flow-ag/
https://www.4flow.com/solutions/supply-chain-network-design-software/4flow-neva/trial-request.html
https://www.4flow.com/solutions/supply-chain-network-design-software/4flow-neva/trial-request.html

